SMILE silencing and PMA activation gene networks in HeLa cells: comparison with kidney transplantation gene networks.
Recent findings indicated that the SMILE gene may be involved in kidney graft operational tolerance in human. This gene was found to be up-regulated in blood from patients with a well functioning kidney transplant in the absence of immunosuppression compared to other transplanted recipients with clinically different status. A microarray study of SMILE knock-down and phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) activation in HeLa cells was herein compared to our earlier analysis based on microarray data of kidney allograft tolerance and rejection in humans and in a rat model of allograft transplantation to determine possible new genes and gene networks involved in kidney transplantation. The nearest neighbors at the intersection of the SMILE knock-down network with the human tolerance/rejection networks are shown to be NPHS1 and ARRB2, the former (Nephrin) being involved in kidney podocyte function, and the decrease of the latter (Arrestin β2) being recently shown to be involved in monocyte activation during acute kidney allograft rejection in rat. Moreover, another one of the neighbors at the intersection of SMILE network and tolerance/rejection networks is XBP-1, that we report previously to be increased, at a transcript level, after ER stress in SMILE silenced cells. Finally, in this study, we also show that topological properties (both local and global) of joint SMILE knock-down network-tolerance/rejection networks and joint PMA activation network-tolerance/rejection networks in rat and human are essentially different, likely due to the inherent nature of the gene SMILE and the mitogen PMA, that do not act the same way on genes and do not interfere the same way on networks. We also show that interestingly SMILE networks contain more feed-forward loop (FFL) motifs and thus SMILE calls for a more fine-tuned genetic regulation.